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p-Doping of polystyrene polymers with attached
functional side-groups from solution†
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Electrically doped buﬀer layers are often employed in organic optoelectronic devices to improve charge
carrier injection or extraction. We study p-doping of non-conjugated polymers with attached hole
transport moieties by intermixing strong molecular acceptors. Polymers and dopants are processed from
solution and their electrical properties are benchmarked against non-polymerized, p-doped molecular
materials. The equilibrium charge carrier density is estimated by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
measurements that show an increased number of unpaired spins upon doping. We find an increase in
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the conductivity of the electrically doped polymer and the corresponding molecular materials by several
orders of magnitude by studying hole-only devices and employing charge extraction by linearly
increasing voltage (CELIV). Altogether, the increased number of unpaired spins and the enhanced
conductivity indicate the presence of free holes. The p-doping of the polymers with attached hole
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transport moieties is equally eﬃcient as the p-doping of the corresponding molecular materials.

A Introduction
Common organic optoelectronic devices such as organic light
emitting diodes (OLEDs) or organic solar cells (OSCs) are
composed of photo-active layers sandwiched between two electrodes. To guarantee low-loss charge carrier injection (OLEDs) or
extraction (OSCs), interface modifications or charge carrier transport layers are often implemented. Ohmic contacts with the anode
can be achieved by introducing p-doped hole transport layers
(HTL). To date, electrical doping of molecular systems has been
extensively studied in vacuum processed organic optoelectronic
devices to ensure Ohmic contacts between electrodes and functional layers.1–3 A well-established material system for efficient
hole injection in vacuum processed OLEDs is 4,40 ,400 -tris[phenyl(mtolyl)amino]triphenylamine (MTDATA) p-doped with the electron
acceptor 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane
a
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(F4TCNQ),4,5 although specifically the dopant F4TCNQ may
diffuse within the device at elevated temperatures.6
With respect to future low-cost roll-to-roll printing of organic
devices on flexible substrates, however, there is a strong need for
solution processable materials to establish Ohmic contacts with
the anode.7 p-Doped poly(3,4-ethylendioxythiophene):polystyrene
sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) is widely used for hole injection or
extraction in solution processed devices. Due to its hygroscopic
and acidic nature, PEDOT:PSS can reduce the lifetime of optoelectronic devices, e.g., by etching the indium doped tin oxide (ITO)
electrode underneath.8 Metal oxides with high work functions,9,10
or doped organic semiconductors are feasible alternatives to
establish good electrical contact with the anode.3 In principle,
many molecular materials that have been established in vacuum
processes can be deposited from solution, too. In earlier reports,
solution processed MTDATA was p-doped with 2-(3-(adamantan-1yl)propyl)-3,5,6-trifluorotetracyanoquinodimethane (F3TCNQ-Adl)11
which showed encouraging performance but had to be synthesized
in ten steps, with an overall yield below 1%.12 Other dopants,
such as 1,4,5,8,9,12-hexaazatriphenylene (HATCN6) or F4TCNQ
can be synthesized in only one or two steps with overall yields of
about 80% or 60%.13,14 Molecular materials can be synthesized
with higher purity than polymers, but often exhibit low viscosity,
which is detrimental to many printing processes, as well as poor
film forming properties upon deposition from solution due to a
high tendency to form aggregates, thereby adversely aﬀecting the
film morphology and the electrical properties. The synthesis of
conjugated polymers, is one way to enable the formation of
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more homogeneous films, but the extended conjugation may
well change the optoelectronic properties of the functional
moieties.15,16 Non-conjugated polymers with functional groups
attached to the side chains often exhibit almost the same
optoelectronic properties as their respective molecular counterparts, but may exhibit high glass transition temperatures and
much better film forming properties.17,18
In this work, we investigated the matrices MTDATA and the
corresponding non-conjugated polystyrene polymer comprising
attached MTDATA-like groups (PMTDATA), p-doped with the
commercially available acceptors F4TCNQ or HATCN6, processed
from solution. The influence of the dopants on thin-films
of MTDATA and PMTDATA were examined by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), near infrared (NIR) absorption
spectroscopy, photoelectron yield spectroscopy in air (PESA),
hole-only device currents and charge extraction by linearly
increasing voltage (CELIV).

B Experimental
PMTDATA was synthesized according to processes described
in the literature.18 MTDATA (Sensient), PMTDATA, HATCN6
(Lumtec) and F4TCNQ (97%, Sigma Aldrich) were dissolved
separately (5 g L1) in tetrahydrofuran (THF, Sigma Aldrich)
under inert atmosphere. The initial solutions were mixed to
yield MTDATA:dopant and PMTDATA:dopant solutions with
diﬀerent molecular dopant concentrations.
Molecular conformations were obtained by simulations
employing density functional theory (DFT) based geometry
optimizations as implemented in Turbomole using a B3-LYP
functional and a def2-SV(P) basis-set.19–21 Partial charges were
taken from DFT calculations. Potentials for the soft innermolecular degrees of freedom (dihedral angles) were obtained
using the semi-empirical PM6 method as implemented in
MOPAC2012.22,23 Atomistic morphologies containing about
1000 molecules per system were generated using the Monte Carlo
(MC) based simulated annealing protocol SIMONA/DEPOSIT,24
simulating 10 annealing cycles (SA) with 150 000 MC steps per
molecule. The temperature was reduced from 4000 K to 300 K
during each SA cycle. The ionization energies (EI) and electron
affinities (EA) of MTDATA, F4TCNQ, HATCN6 in mixed (20 mol%
doping concentration) and pristine systems were calculated using
the Quantum Patch method.25,26
The EI of 30 nm thick films of undoped and doped MTDATA
or PMTDATA spin coated on glass in nitrogen atmosphere were
measured by PESA (beam power 10 nW) on an AC-2E from
Riken Keiki. The absorbance spectra were measured using
a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer from Agilent
Technology under ambient conditions.
To detect unpaired spins in the doped layers, room temperature continuous wave electron paramagnetic resonance (cwEPR)
spectra were recorded using a home-built X-band EPR spectrometer. Therefore, 50 ml of the respective solutions were filled in
EPR tubes. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the tubes were
filled with inert gas and sealed using a blowtorch. The magnetic
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field was regulated by a field controller (Bruker BH15), and a
microwave bridge (Bruker ER 048 R) was used for microwave
generation and detection. Magnetic-field modulation in combination with lock-in detection was employed using a lock-in
amplifier (Stanford Research SR810) and a modulation amplifier
(Wangine WPA-120), resulting in derivative spectra. The sample
was placed in a Bruker ER 4122 SHQ microwave resonator. The
quality factor Q of the resonator loaded with the sample was
determined from the mode picture before each EPR measurement
was started. The measured derivative spectra were backgroundcorrected and double integration was performed to obtain the
integrated EPR signal amplitude. This intensity was compared to
the double integrated intensity of a reference sample with a
known number of spins (4-hydroxy-TEMPO dissolved in toluene).
Taking into account Q, as measured for the respective sample,
and all experimental parameters that influence the signal intensity, this comparison yielded the absolute number of spins.27 The
uncertainty with respect to the absolute number of unpaired spins
is less than 20% which is estimated based on the uncertainty of
the sample volume when filling the tubes.
To measure electrical conductivities, hole-only devices with
a silver (Ag, 20 nm)/molybdenum oxide (MoOx, 10 nm)/matrix/
MoOx (10 nm)/Ag (100 nm) architecture comprising undoped
and electrically doped matrix layers were fabricated in a glovebox under nitrogen atmosphere. Therefore, glass substrates
were successively cleaned in acetone and 2-propanol in an
ultrasonic bath and treated with oxygen plasma. Ag and MoOx
were thermally evaporated through a shadow mask in an
evaporation chamber (B106 mbar) attached to the glovebox.
The doped and undoped matrix solutions with varying dopant
concentrations were spin coated in nitrogen atmosphere from
THF (20 g L1, 1000 rpm, 45 s) which had been stirred overnight. Current–voltage (I–V) curves were recorded with a source
measure unit (Keithley 238). The samples were kept under
nitrogen atmosphere during the entire fabrication and characterization process. Film thicknesses were determined afterwards by a tactile stylus surface profiler (Bruker Dektak XT).
The CELIV samples employed an ITO/PEDOT:PSS/matrix/
aluminum architecture. The ITO coated glass substrates
(R& = 13 O sq1) were cleaned using acetone and 2-propanol
in an ultrasonic bath and treated with oxygen plasma to remove
organic residues from the surface and to enhance PEDOT:PSS
adhesion. 30 nm PEDOT : PSS (Clevios P VP AI 4083, Heraeus,
water-diluted 1 : 1) was spin coated on top and annealed at
150 1C for 10 min. The hole transport layers were processed
as described above. Aluminum (200 nm) was evaporated at
B106 mbar through a shadow mask. CELIV measurements
were carried out after device encapsulation under ambient
atmosphere in the dark.28 An Agilent 33522A arbitrary waveform generator was used to apply the triangular voltage pulse
which was amplified to the range of 15 V by a Linear
Technology LT1210 operational amplifier with an input impedance of 10 MO. The current signal was amplified by a Femto
DHPCA-100 transimpedance amplifier with a gain of 104 V A1
and recorded by an Agilent DSO 6102A digital storage oscilloscope with a load resistance of 50 O.
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C Results and discussion
At the outset of our study, we investigated the main charge carrier
transport levels of the matrices and dopants, which are important
to describe the doping process. Fig. 1 summarizes the chemical
structures of the matrices and dopants along with their ionization
energies (EI) and electron aﬃnities (EA). The EI and EA were
initially computed by DFT. Here, the total energies of the molecules in their neutral and charged state were calculated. Induction
and polarization eﬀects were explicitly taken into account selfconsistently. Doing so, the individual electrostatic environment of
each molecule influences EI and EA which are calculated as the
total energy diﬀerence of a molecule in its negatively/positively
charged and its neutral state. This procedure is commonly
referred to as DSCF method. For the calculation of EI distributions of MTDATA, 5 pristine and 10 mixed morphologies were
analysed. In each morphology, the innermost 100 molecules
were considered. For the EI and EA of F4TCNQ and HATCN6,
about 50 molecules from mixed and about 100 molecules from
pristine morphologies were analysed. The EI of MTDATA is
shifted to lower energies if surrounded by some dopant molecules due to electrostatic eﬀects. In a mixture comprising
20 mol% F4TCNQ, EI of MTDATA is shifted from 5.07 eV to
5.13 eV, whereas, in a mixture with 20 mol% HATCN6, EI is
shifted to 5.20 eV. Likewise, both EI and EA of the dopants are
shifted to higher energies if surrounded by MTDATA matrix
molecules. A detailed description of the simulation is provided
in the ESI† (Section S1). In order to experimentally verify the
simulated energy levels, we carried out PESA measurements on
thin-films spin cast from THF solution on glass substrates. Due
to the high EI of the matrices, the determination of the energy
levels in air should not lead to unintentional oxidation of the
molecules by ambient oxygen and subsequent changes of the

Fig. 1 Chemical structures and energy levels of the MTDATA and
PMTDATA matrices as well as the F4TCNQ and HATCN6 dopants versus
vacuum (E = 0). The EI of PMTDATA was measured by PESA. EI and EA of
MTDATA, F4TCNQ and HATCN6 were determined by DFT. When changing
from pristine materials (solid lines) to matrix–dopant mixtures (20 mol%
dopant, dashed lines), according to DFT calculations, the energy levels of
the dopants shift to higher energies while the energy levels of the matrix
shift to lower energies.
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Fig. 2 Photoelectron yield of undoped and doped (20 mol%) MTDATA
and PMTDATA, measured by PESA. The shift of the ionization energy to
lower energies by approximately 0.07  0.02 eV experimentally confirms
the simulated ionization energy shift due to the electrostatic interactions in
the mixed system.

Table 1 EI measured by PESA. Number of spins per volume and doping
eﬃciency of the matrix–dopant (20 mol%) combinations as calculated
from the EPR measurements

MTDATA
MTDATA:F4TCNQ
MTDATA:HATCN6
PMTDATA
PMTDATA:F4TCNQ
PMTDATA:HATCN6

EI (eV)

Spin concentration
(cm3)

5.11
5.18
5.16
5.20
5.26
5.26

4
7
4
7
3
5








1015
1018
1017
1015
1018
1017

Doping
eﬃciency (%)
0
0.5
0.03
0
0.2
0.03

energy levels. The respective measurement results are depicted
in Fig. 2. The derived EI are summarized in Table 1. We
observed small shifts of the EI of the F4TCNQ doped matrices
in comparison to the undoped materials towards higher energies,
DEI = 0.07  0.02 eV for MTDATA and DEI = 0.06  0.02 eV for
PMTDATA, that are well in accordance with the DFT calculations
above. Again, we found very similar results for both matrices, the
molecular MTDATA and the polymer PMTDATA.
The doping process itself is being controversially discussed
and may well depend on the actual molecular conformation.
According to Gao et al., p-doping of zinc phthalocyanine with
F4TCNQ is accomplished by transferring charges from the matrix
molecule to the dopant.29 Pingel et al. also found an integer charge
transfer upon doping of poly(3-hexylthiophene) with F4TCNQ.30
Salzmann et al. suggested a formation of hybrid orbitals from
the highest molecular orbital (HOMO) of the matrix and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the dopant in
pentacene:F4TCNQ layers, and their subsequent population by
charges from the matrix’ HOMO.31 In either case, free charges
are generated leading to the formation of new polaronic
states.11 Transitions between these states typically become
visible in the absorption spectra. Fig. 3 depicts the absorption
spectra of the spin coated MTDATA and PMTDATA films of the
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Fig. 3 Near-infrared (NIR) absorption spectra of the undoped and doped
matrices MTDATA and PMTDATA (doping concentration: 20 mol%).
Absorption bands between 0.8 and 1.4 eV indicate the formation of new
polaronic states upon doping.

same doped and undoped thin-films that were used for PESA
measurements, where additional absorption bands in the near
infrared emerge upon p-doping of both matrices. Reference
samples of undoped matrices or neat dopants do not show any
absorption features in this wavelength regime. The emerging
absorption band is most pronounced for MTDATA:F4TCNQ and
decreases somewhat when using the host PMTDATA or the
dopant HATCN6 instead.
To gain more quantitative insight into the doping mechanism, we investigated the number of unpaired electrons that
form upon charge carrier transfer, in the diﬀerent matrix–
dopant systems by EPR. Spins of unpaired electrons align along
an external magnetic field and the energetic states split into two
states with different magnetic spin quantum number
ðms ¼ 1=2Þ. Transitions between the two energy levels can be
induced by resonant microwave absorption. In a typical cwEPR
experiment, field modulation in combination with lock-in detection is used, which leads to the typical derivative EPR line shape.
As depicted in Fig. 4, the undoped molecular MTDATA and the
polymer PMTDATA show only weak signatures of unpaired
electrons. Upon p-doping of the MTDATA or PMTDATA, a strong
EPR signal can be detected, indicating integer electron transfer
to the dopant. To gain quantitative information of the electron
transfer yield, we calculated the absolute number of spins in the
samples by double-integration of the EPR signal and comparison
to a 4-hydroxy-TEMPO-reference sample with a known number
of spins. All measured data and the derived electrical material
properties are summarized in Table 1. Spin concentrations were
calculated by dividing the total amount of measured spins by the
sample volume. From the spin concentration and the density of
the matrix, we determined the doping efficiency (i.e., the fraction
of p-doped matrix molecules), further taking into account the
paired generation of spins upon charge carrier transfer from the
matrix to the dopant. Upon p-doping of MTDATA and PMTDATA
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Fig. 4 EPR spectra obtained from undoped and doped (20 mol%)
MTDATA and PMTDATA. For undoped MTDATA and PMTDATA (squares),
only weak EPR signals are observed. Upon doping with F4TCNQ (circles),
the EPR experiments yield a strong signature of unpaired spins and hence
electrical doping. Upon doping with HATCN6, the signature is weaker
(triangles), reflecting the lower EA of HATCN6.

with 20 mol% of F4TCNQ, we found a substantial increase of
the spin concentrations on the matrices from 4  1015 cm3 to
7  1018 cm3 and from 7  1015 cm3 to 3  1018 cm3,
respectively, being well in accordance with the space charge
concentrations reported in earlier work for vacuum processed
MTDATA:F4TCNQ (2  1018 cm3).32 Importantly, the spin
concentration in neat F4TCNQ that was deposited from THF
solution, was two to three orders of magnitude lower. Hence we
conclude that we indeed observed electrical doping of the matrix
molecule rather than complex formation of THF and F4TCNQ.
When replacing the dopant F4TCNQ with HATCN6, however,
we observed a somewhat lower increase of the spin concentration to 4  1017 cm3 (MTDATA:HATCN6) or 5  1017 cm3
(PMTDATA:HATCN6), respectively. The respective doping efficiencies are 0.5% for MTDATA:F4TCNQ, 0.2% for PMTDATA:F4TCNQ,
and 0.03% for MTDATA:HATCN6 and PMTDATA:HATCN6.
Most importantly, both matrices, the molecular MTDATA and
the polymer PMTDATA, yielded similar doping efficiencies.
Therefore, the polymer is an excellent alternative to the molecular compound when processing p-doped organic layers from
solution. The overall moderate doping efficiencies reflect the EA
of the dopants being lower than the EI of the matrices which
hampers electron transition from the matrix’ HOMO to the
dopant. With the EA of HATCN6 being lower than the EA of
F4TCNQ, the doping efficiency is also lower.
Electron depletion on the matrices and hence generation of
equilibrium free holes are generally expected to enhance the
conductivity of films. Here, the conductivities of the films
versus dopant concentration were determined utilizing CELIV
(in the dark) and hole-only devices as depicted in Fig. 5. Using
CELIV, the conductivities were determined from the initial
slope of the equilibrium charge carrier extraction current
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according to the process described in the literature, not being
sensitive to the device area and thickness.28 We note that,
considering film thicknesses of 400–600 nm, the influence of
any depletion zones at the electrodes is negligible.33 Using holeonly devices (HODs), the hole current density Jp follows eqn (1):
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Jp ¼ Jp;O þ Jp;SCLC ¼ ep0 mp

V 9
V2
þ e0 er mp 3
d 8
d

(1)

with the layer thickness d, the charge carrier mobility m, the
equilibrium charge carrier density p0, and the dielectric constant er. Generally, at low voltages, the Ohmic current density
Jp,O determines the HODs’ response to an applied voltage.
As the voltage increases, the HODs are eventually driven into
the space charge limited current (SCLC) regime, with Jp,SCLC in
eqn (1) becoming dominant.34 The HODs comprising doped
layers did not reach the SCLC regime but were shunted before
which did not allow for determining the charge carrier mobilities
from the SCLC regime. The conductivities sp = ep0mp were
estimated in steady state conditions from the slope of the J–V
curves at low voltages where the current density follows Ohm’s law
(Fig. S2, ESI†).34,35 Both, MTDATA and PMTDATA, were doped
with 1–15 mol% of either dopant. The conductivities measured
with both methods were in good agreement, nicely demonstrating
the reliability of the experimental approaches. The conductivity of
undoped MTDATA (6  1010 S cm1) matched well the literature
known conductivity of 4  1010 S cm1 that was extracted from
bulk I–V data of vacuum deposited layers.2 With increasing
doping concentration, the conductivities of all matrix–dopant

combinations increased and saturates at around 107 S cm1
above a dopant concentration of 10 mol%, which is again consistent with the conductivity of vacuum processed MTDATA thinfilms doped with F4TCNQ.32 Although undoped PMTDATA
showed a lower conductivity of 7  1011 S cm1, similar
conductivities were achieved in the doped systems at comparable
dopant concentrations. Despite the insulating polymer backbone,
the conductivity of the doped and undoped polymer PMTDATA
matches the conductivities of the corresponding low-molecular
MTDATA, which is well in accordance with the literature where
insulating content of up to 50% does not significantly affect the
electronic properties of organic semiconductors.36 To be employed
as a hole injection or extraction layer in OLEDs or solar cells,
respectively, the doped layer should be operated in the Ohmic
regime, i.e., below the transition voltage VT from the Ohmic to the
SCLC regime. VT can be calculated by eqn (2) that is obtained from
Jp,O = Jp,SCLC in eqn (1).35
VT ¼

8 ep0 d 2
9 e0 er

(2)

Assuming a dielectric constant of 3.5 (estimated from the CELIV
displacement current37) at a typical charge carrier injection layer
thickness of 50 nm and taking into account the spin concentration from Table 1 as an upper estimate for the equilibrium
hole density, we find VT = 46 mV for undoped MTDATA. Hence,
at typical OLED driving voltages or typical photo-voltages in solar
cells, the MTDATA layer will be driven into the SCLC regime with
a substantial voltage drop over the charge carrier injection layer.

Fig. 5 Vertical conductivities in doped films as measured by CELIV (closed circles) and on hole-only devices (open circles), averaged over at least three
samples. The conductivities improve with increasing doping concentration for all matrix–dopant combinations and saturate at around 107 S cm1 above
a dopant concentration of about 10 mol%. Inset: Architectures of (1) the CELIV and (2) the hole-only devices.
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In contrast, upon p-doping with F4TCNQ, VT increases to 80 V.
In this case, the MTDATA:F4TCNQ charge carrier injection
layer is operated in the Ohmic regime, which implies less
voltage drop over the layer and thus is more suited for device
integration. For PMTDATA:F4TCNQ, VT = 34 V is also much
higher than any feasible device operating voltage, making the
p-doped polymer an interesting alternative to the molecular
MTDATA.

D Conclusions
For both solution processable matrices, MTDATA and
PMTDATA, doping with the acceptors F4TCNQ and HATCN6
leads to electron transfer from the matrix to the dopant. This
p-doping equally enhances the electrical conductivities of the
polymeric and the molecular thin-films. Our analysis shows that
the achieved molecular doping levels are suﬃcient for designing
interlayers to be employed in optoelectronic devices and are
expected to form Ohmic contacts. Future printable OSCs and
OLEDs may therefore rely on such solution processed p-doped
charge carrier extraction or injection layers, respectively, being a
viable alternative to the commonly used acidic PEDOT:PSS. With
the doping of non-conjugated polymers with attached functional
groups being as eﬃcient as the doping of molecular materials,
they may open a feasible way of improving film forming upon
deposition from solution when using functional moieties (other
than MTDATA) that tend to form aggregates.
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